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This paper presents a range dependent sediment sound speed profile measurement obtained using
the image source method. This technique is based on the analysis of the seafloor reflected acoustic
wave as a collection of image sources which positions are linked with the thick-nesses and the
sound speed of the sediment stack. The data used were acquired by the NURC in 2009 during the
Clutter09 experiment. The equipment used was an autonomous undersea vehicle towing a
1600–3500Hz frequency band source and a 32 m horizontal line array of 32 hydrophones at 12m
above the seabed. Under the assumption of locally range independent seabed properties, the moving
horizontal array provides successive range independent sediment sound speed profiles along a track
to obtain the range and depth dependent structure of the seafloor. Two key steps include recovery
of the time-varying unknown array shape from the data and spatial filtering of the successive sound
speed profiles. A comparison of the image source method result and seismic data along nearly the
same 14 km track indicates that the seabed stratigraphy is correctly mapped by this method.
VC 2013 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4809681]
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I. INTRODUCTION
Most current techniques to characterize the seafloor by
acoustics are based on inversion, for example, matched field
methods.1 In Ref. 2 a new sound speed profile (SSP) mea-
surement method based on the detection of image sources
was developed. In that paper the method was validated on
simulated data and compared with another method3 using
real data. The configuration used a vertical array moored on
the seafloor and a broadband source towed by a ship. The
idea was to consider the geological interfaces as acoustical
mirrors on which images of the real source appear. The
advantage of imaging the seafloor by searching for point
sources is that it becomes possible to determine the seabed
structure without an inversion process. The computed SSP is
located in the area between the source and the array and is
obtained with a low computational cost. In shallow water
(water depth under 200m), the seafloor is often highly vari-
able in range. Consequently, using global inversion proce-
dures to obtain a range dependent result may become tricky.
A solution of this problem is to consider that the seabed
structure is locally range independent and perform succes-
sive range independent inversion along a track to obtain a
range dependent structure of the seafloor.4,5 Based on this
idea, the image source method is applied in this paper on
data acquired by an horizontal array towed by an autono-
mous undersea vehicle (AUV) to perform range-dependent
seafloor characterization. Moving from a vertical array to a
moving horizontal array requires expansion of the method
presented in Ref. 2. The most challenging issue is that the
image technique requires precise knowledge of the array ele-
ment positions, which are continually changing with time.
Another issue is the need for spatial averaging given the
small spatial averaging on a single ping (20m). Finally,
given the large number of pings (several thousand) a new
method for estimating the image source location is required.
In this paper numerous SSP measurement have been com-
puted along a 14 km track to obtain a range dependent result.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the data are pre-
sented in Sec. II. Then, the image source method and image
source detection processing are explained in Secs. III and
IV, respectively. The array element localization problem is
addressed in Sec. V and the range dependent SSP characteri-
zation is finally presented in Sec. VI.
II. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The goal of this experiment was to explore seabed vari-
ability along a 14 km transect on the outer shelf of the Malta
Plateau. The experiment was conducted in May 2009 as part
of the Clutter09 experiment. A previous survey showed that
the bathymetry was smoothly and monotonically varying
from about 140 to 130m along the track.
The geometry of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The
receiving array was 32 elements with a spacing of 1.05m,
with the first element 10.38m behind the source. More detail
on the construction of the array and its tow dynamics are given
in Ref. 6. The source was an Ultra Electronics 2–100 MPS
cylindrical projector roughly 16 cm 27 cm, mounted in a
prolate spheroidal-shaped tow body. The source transmitted
a 1 s linear frequency modulated pulse 1600–3500 Hz at a
3 s pulse repetition rate. The source beampattern is a
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function of angle and frequency, but the processing dis-
cussed in the following sections does not require information
on absolute or relative levels. The nominal maximum source
level at the transducer resonance (about 1800Hz) was
178 dB re 1lPa @ 1m.
The source and receiver were towed by an AUV at a
fixed altitude above the seabed of 12m at a speed of about
2 kn, where the sound source was 2.6m behind the AUV pro-
peller. An example of the matched filtered response from the
closest hydrophone is shown in Fig. 2. The direct path is
clearly visible along with the seabed reflected path with vari-
ous returns from sub-bottom interfaces. The arrival immedi-
ately following the direct path (at 0.011 s) is a reflected/
scattered return from the electronics pressure housing inside
the AUV. More details about the design of the experiment
can be found in Ref. 7.
III. IMAGE SOURCE METHOD
A. Principle
The image source method is widely used to simulate
wave propagation. It models the reflected wave as a wave
emitted by the image source located symmetrically behind
the reflecting interface. This method is generally used for
room acoustics,8 propagation in a waveguide,9,10 or to model
the reflection from a half space of an emission from a radar
antenna.11 In these two last cases, the image source coordi-
nates are complex in order to take into account the angular
variations of the reflection coefficient
In Ref. 2, the image source method has been used to
invert the SSP of a layered media. This method is based on
ray theory and the Born approximation. To model the reflec-
tion of an emitted wave as a collection of image sources, the
following assumptions are made. First, the water column and
the geologic layers are homogeneous, i.e., there is no lateral
variability within the measurement window for a single
ping. Second, the angle of incidence at an interface is
smaller than the critical angle. Third, only the first reflections
are taken into account (Born approximation); multiple reflec-
tions between interfaces are considered too low in amplitude
to interfere with the first ones and be detectable. In this case,
each reflection on an interface [Fig. 3(a)] is identified by the
receiver as an image source which can be described in an
equivalent system: the structure (water þ sediment layers)
above this interface and its symmetric structure. So, each
image is represented in a different equivalent system but, for
any given system, the order of the components (water and
layer and their symmetric structure) have no consequences
on the angle of arrival or on the total travel time.
Considering only the travel times and the angles of arrival, it
is then possible to merge all the equivalent systems in a sin-
gle one which contains all the image sources [Fig. 3(b)]. In
this system, all the thicknesses are doubled and the images
FIG. 1. Sketch of the experiment. The AUV altitude above the seabed is
about 12m and the receiving array is 32 elements with a spacing of 1.05m,
with the first element 10.38m behind the source.
FIG. 2. Example of a recorded signal of the first hydrophone of the array.
FIG. 3. Modeling of the seafloor with image sources: (a) original configura-
tion, (b) the equivalent system. (c) Image sources not aligned on the vertical
source axis due to the water sound-speed everywhere assumption.
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are located on the interfaces and at a zero horizontal offset
relative to the source.
B. Inversion algorithm
The data are used first to produce a map of the image
sources. If the layer thicknesses and sound speeds are
known, the image sources are located on the vertical source
axis because of refraction [Fig. 3(b)]. But since the sound
speeds and layer thicknesses are not known, a map can be
produced assuming a constant water sound speed every-
where. This assumption leads to an incorrect position of the
image sources [Fig. 3(c)]. Even though their locations are
wrong, two parameters are correct:
(1) The arrival angles of the waves from the images on the
sensor;
(2) The travel times of the waves from the images to the
sensor.
The image source method principle then exploits these
parameters to obtain the layer thicknesses and sound speeds.
In Ref. 2 the SSP is obtained by a recursive alignment of the
image sources on the vertical source axis. In this paper,
image sources are not aligned on the vertical source axis and
the SSP is obtained from the positions of image sources
located in a constant sound speed medium. Doing this, the
algorithm computation cost is reduced.
The algorithm to estimate the layer thicknesses and
sound speeds is recursive. The starting parameters are the
heights of source hs and receiver hr, the range xtot and the
water sound speed c0. Image source coordinates r
s
i are num-
bered from i¼ 0, and the real source coordinate rs has no
index. The first image source coordinate rs0 corresponding to
the first reflection on the water bottom is correct. Then using
the second image coordinate rs1, the first layer thickness and
sound-speed can be calculated. This process is repeated for
each successive layer.
C. Sound-speed profile from image source locations
The coordinate rsl of the image source l located in a
water sound-speed medium yields the parameters [t
ðlÞ
tot, h
ðlÞ
l ]
characterizing the ray between the image source and the re-
ceiver: t
ðlÞ
tot ¼ jrrc  rsl j=c0 is the travel time, rrc is the sensor
coordinate and hðlÞ0 is the angle of arrival of the ray on the
sensor (Fig. 4). By convention, the sum of hr (height of the
receiver) and hs (height of the source) is called 2h0.
The parameters of the ray between the receiver and the
image source are
(1) The travel time in the layer l,
t
ðlÞ
l ¼ tðlÞtot 
Xl1
p¼0
2hp
cp cos h
ðlÞ
p
; (1)
(2) the horizontal distance of the ray in the layer l,
clt
ðlÞ
l sin h
ðlÞ
l ¼ xtot 
Xl1
p¼0
2hp tan h
ðlÞ
p ; (2)
(3) the Snell-Descartes law,
sin hðlÞl ¼
cl
c0
sin hðlÞ0 ; (3)
where hðlÞp is the incidence angle in the layer p of the ray
between rsl and r
r
c.
The angle of incidence in each layer is computed:
hðlÞ0<i<l1 ¼ sin1
ci
c0
sin hðlÞ0
 
: (4)
It is possible to compute the travel time of the ray in the
layer l with Eq. (1) and infer the sound speed from Eqs. (2)
and (3):
c2l ¼
c0
t
ðlÞ
l sin h0
xtot 
Xl1
p¼0
2hp tan h
ðlÞ
p
" #
: (5)
Once the sound-speed is computed, the incidence angle in
layer l is obtained by
hðlÞl ¼ sin1
cl
c0
sin hðlÞ0
 
; (6)
and the thickness of the layer l is obtained by
hl ¼ 1
2
clt
ðlÞ
l cosh
ðlÞ
l ¼
1
2tanhðlÞl
xtot 
Xl1
p¼0
2hp tanh
ðlÞ
p
" #
: (7)
The equations are the same as those obtained by Bryan.12
However, Bryan’s method needs an horizontal array,
whereas the method here is more general and can be applied
to either horizontal or vertical arrays.2
FIG. 4. Refracted ray in a medium with known layer sound speeds and
thicknesses.
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IV. ARRAY PROCESSING
It is possible to deduce the sound-speed profile from the
image source locations. These locations can be found by
using an array of hydrophones. Then, the ranges between the
image sources and the array are given by the wavelet travel
times. Because the array is spatially extended, the rays used
to compute the sound-speed profile are those coming from
the image sources to the center rsn of the array.
A. Migration function
The source and its images emit the same pulse f(t) with
a different amplitude factor bm at the same time. f(t) is a zero
phase wavelet for convenience. For M þ 1 point sources
located on rsm, the recorded signal on the hydrophone n with
coordinate rrn can be modeled as follow:
snðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ  gðrs; rrn; tÞ þ
XM1
m¼0
bmf ðtÞ  gðrsm; rrn; tÞ
þ gnðtÞ; (8)
where * is the convolution product, g (rs, rrn, t) is the time
domain Green function and gn(t) is an additive noise spa-
tially white. In this simple model, the Green function is
approximated by
gðrsm; rrn; tÞ ¼
d½t  sðrsm; rrnÞ
jrsm  rrnj
; (9)
where d (t) is the Dirac delta function and sðrsm; rrnÞ is the travel
time between the image source m and the hydrophone n.
The analytical signals sHn ðtÞ are used to get the signal
envelopes after focusing:
sHn ðtÞ ¼ snðtÞ þ iH½snðtÞ; (10)
whereH (sn) is the Hilbert transform of sn.
Image sources are required to be on the vertical source
axis. For efficiency, phase-shifts are computed to focus the
recorded signals only on a point r? (h) on the vertical source
axis at an incidence h from the point of view of the array
center (Fig. 5). To focus the recorded signals on the point r?
(h), each signal is backpropagated by a time sn(h) corre-
sponding to the travel time between the hydrophone n and
the focus point. If an image source is located on r?(h), its
pulse on the backpropagated signal will be centered around
t¼ 0. To map the result from the center of the array, a delay
sc(h) is applied which corresponds to the travel time between
r?(h) and the array center rrc. Calling d the distance between
the array center rrc and a point r of the image source map
(Fig. 5), the process to apply on the signal sHn ðtÞ of the
hydrophone n is:
sHfnðd; hÞ ¼ DnðhÞ  sHn
d
c
þ snðhÞ  scðhÞ
 
; (11)
where snðhÞ ¼ jrrn  r?ðhÞj=c0 and scðhÞ ¼ jrrc  r?ðhÞj=c0:
DnðhÞ ¼ jrrn  r?ðhÞj is a spherical geometric divergence
compensation.
Finally, image sources are mapped with the following
function:
IMðd; hÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N2
XN
n¼1
XN
q¼1
sHfnðd; hÞsHfq ðd; hÞ;
vuut (12)
where N2 is the number of elements of the double sum and
the square root is used to obtain a result proportional to a
pressure.
The image source map [Fig. 6(a)] with corrected hydro-
phone coordinates (Sec. VB) lets the real source at (r
 40m, z  0m) and the images from (r  40m, z 
25m) to (r  40m, z  100m) appear. The first image
depth is nearly 25m below the real source that is two times
the AUV height above the seafloor.
B. Semblance function
On the map IM, the image source amplitude range is
wide and make difficult an automatic detection. To solve
this problem, a semblance function13 is also mapped:
I sembðd; hÞ ¼
1
N2
XN
n¼1
XN
q¼1
sHfnðd; hÞsHfq ðd; hÞ
1
N
XN
n¼1
sHfnðd; hÞsHfn ðd; hÞ
: (13)
With this function, the result is 1 when the focused signals
are equal in both amplitude and phase and close to 0 when
different.
The result IM and I semb are computed as a function of d
and h. So it is mapped along straight lines starting from the
center of the array rrc with an incidence h. To map the result as
a function of r¼ (x, z), the following substitution is applied:
x ¼ xrc þ d sin h
z ¼ zrc  d cos h: (14)
The semblance function results in small regions where the
focused signals are coherent [Fig. 6(b)] which simplifies image
FIG. 5. Sketch of the variables used.
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detection. Applying a threshold on this function, the image
source search area is confined to a neighborhood. The image
sources locations are found by taking the local maximum of IM.
C. Depth of field
Focusing the array on the vertical source axis may lead
to missed detections if the image sources are too far from the
axis, i.e., the actual sound speed is very far from the “test
hypothesis” of the water column sound speed. Image sources
are generally close to this axis but it is necessary to check if
the depth of field (DOF) is large enough to detect them. The
DOF is the area between the near limit (dnear) and the far
limit (dfar):
14
dnear ¼ d?  resneard?
a
;
dfar ¼ d? þ resfard?
a
; (15)
where d? is the focus distance jrrc  r?ðhÞj and a¼ jrrN
rr1jsin h is the apparent array aperture. resnear and resfar are
the transverse resolution limits for the near and far limit:
resnear ¼ kdnear
a
;
resfar ¼ kdfar
a
; (16)
k is the wavelength in water at the central spectrum
frequency.Finally the DOF limits are
dnear ¼ d?
1þ kd?
a2
;
dfar ¼ d?
1 kd?
a2
: (17)
If kd?=a2> 1, the far limit is infinite.
On Fig. 6, one can check that the image sources on the
maps IM and I semb are all located between dnear and dfar
(yellow curves). For high incidence angles, dfar becomes infi-
nite because the apparent array aperture becomes small.
V. DIFFICULTIES AND SOLUTIONS
The configuration used for the experiment leads to two
difficulties. First, the emitted signal f(t) is not perfectly
known. Second, the array is not perfectly straight because of
its flexibility, its buoyancy and/or the AUV motion. To use
the image source method, the hydrophone coordinates have
to be perfectly known.
A. Emitted signal
The source emits a 1 s chirp with a frequency range going
from 1.6 to 3.5 kHz. The first processing applied on the sig-
nals is a pulse compression yielding a resolution of about
75 cm. To estimate the reference source pulse, two hypotheses
are made about the array shape. The first is that the difference
between the real source-hydrophone distances and the
expected distances is weak (lower than a quarter of wave-
length at the central frequency of the source spectrum 
15 cm). The second is that the distance between the source
and the first hydrophone is correct (10.38m) because this dis-
tance is the least modified by the array deformation. Then, the
emitted signal is estimated from the direct path between the
source and the hydrophone 1. To do that, the recorded signal
of the hydrophone 1 is backpropagated on the source by a
convolution with the inverse green function g10 ðrs; rr1; tÞ
¼ jrs  rr1j  dðt þ jrs  rr1j=c0Þ :
sb1ðtÞ ¼ s1ðt0Þ  g10 ðrs; rr1; t0Þ: (18)
Then, this backpropagated signal is windowed by a sem-
blance function:
I sembðtÞ ¼
1
N2
XN
n¼1
XN
q¼1
sHbnðtÞsHbq ðtÞ
1
N
XN
n¼1
sHbnðtÞsHbq ðtÞ
; (19)
where sbn is the backpropagated signal from the hydrophone
n. However, this semblance result has rapid fluctuations and
FIG. 6. (Color online) Image sources map computed with hydrophones 18 to
32 for: (a) IM (in dB), (b) I semb. The white diamond corresponds to the real
source location and the black points correspond to the hydrophone locations.
The dashed curves correspond to the limits of the depth of field (Sec. IVC).
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has to be filtered by convolving with a narrow Gaussian
function before applying a threshold. Finally f(t) is given by
sb1(t) by keeping the part of the signal where the filtered
semblance value is higher than 0.4. This 0.4 valued threshold
is fixed empirically. Once f(t) is known, a Wiener deconvo-
lution15 is done to change the emitted pulse into a zero phase
wavelet f 0(t):
f 0ðtÞ ¼ TF1 FðxÞF
ðxÞ
jFðxÞj2 þ eWðxÞ
" #
; (20)
and
s0nðtÞ ¼ TF1
SnðxÞFðxÞ
jFðxÞj2 þ e WðxÞ
" #
; (21)
where TF1 is the inverse Fourier transform, Sn(x) is the
Fourier transform of sn(t), F(x) is the Fourier transform of
f(t), W(x) is a spectrum applied to the emitted pulse and e is
a small constant fixed empirically. In the following, f 0(t) and
s0n(t) are called f(t) and sn(t). After this process, echo maxi-
mums correspond to the travel times.
B. Array shape correction
It is possible to apply a correction on the hydrophone
coordinates if the array deformation is weak. This array
shape correction is possible from the following data (Fig. 7):
(1) The source coordinates rs (fixed);
(2) The distances between the hydrophones (1.05m);
(3) The distances between the source and the hydrophones
ds1 to d
s
N;
(4) The distances between the image 0 and the hydrophones
dim1 to d
im
N .
The distance between the source and the first hydro-
phone ds1 ¼ 10:38 m and the distance between the hydro-
phones (1.05m) are considered correct. The distances ds1 to
dsN and d
im
1 to d
im
N are obtained from acoustic measurement.
The problem is overdetermined and is solved in fine with a
cost function.
1. Determination of the source/hydrophones and first
image/hydrophones distances
The key step in obtaining the array shape is estimating
the source/hydrophone distances ds1 to d
s
N and the first image/
hydrophone distances dim1 to d
im
N . These distances are first
approximated by locating the source and the first image
assuming a straight array with the help of the IMðrÞ function
[Eq. (12)] and the I semb (r) function [Eq. (13)]. These distan-
ces are obtained with the test coordinates ~rr1 to ~r
r
N of a
straight horizontal array. A small correction to the distances
is obtained by phase analysis of the pulses coming from the
source and the first image. To compare the phases of the
pulses coming from the source (or the first image), the
recorded signals are backpropagated to rs (or rs0) and are
windowed with a rectangular function slightly shorter than
the wavelet f(t) (here  1ms) and centered around t¼ 0. The
backpropagated and windowed signal is written:
swnðt; rÞ ¼ ½snðt0Þ  g10 ðr; ~rrn; t0ÞP1msðtÞ; (22)
where P1ms(t) is the 1ms wide rectangular function and
r¼ rs or r¼ r ¼ rs0 if signals are focused on the source or on
the image 0.
The phase shift between each signal swn(t, r
s
0) and their
average provides information to correct the distances
between the hydrophones and the image 0. The phase shift
computation is done in the frequency domain at the central
frequency of the source spectrum. The corrected distance
between the source and the hydrophone n is:
dsn ¼ j~rrn  rsj 
c0
xc
½arg Swnðxc; rsÞ  argFðxcÞ; (23)
and the distance between the first image source and the
hydrophone n is:
dimn ¼ j~rrn  rs0j 
c0
xc
½arg Swnðxc; rs0Þ  arg Swðxc; ~rr0Þ;
(24)
where arg is the argument in radians, xc is the pulsation at the
central frequency of the source spectrum F(x), Swn(x, r) and
Sw(x, r) are the Fourier transforms of swn(t, r) and sw(t, r),
respectively.
For the real source, the backpropagated signal phases
are compared to f(t) but for the first image, they are com-
pared with the phase of the backpropagated signal average
Sw(xc, rs0). This is due to the fact that the reflection on the
first interface may change the shape and the phase of f(t) due
FIG. 7. Distances between the source and the hydrophones and distances
between the first image and the hydrophones.
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for example to a thin layer, i.e., smaller than the pulse
resolution.
2. Array shape determination
The receiver n corrected coordinate rrn is the intersection
of the two circles centered on rs and rs0 with the radius d
s
n and
dimn . At this step, the first image depth Z
s
0 is still unknown. It is
determined by minimizing the differences between
jrrnþ1ðzs
0
0 Þ  rrnðzs
0
0 Þj and its theoretical value of 1.05m:
zs0 ¼ argmin
zs
0
0
XN1
n¼1
½jrrnþ1ðzs
0
0 Þ  rrnðzs
0
0 Þj  1:052
( )
:
(25)
So, the correction can be done only if dimn  j~rrn  rs0j and dsn
j~rrn  rs0j are lower than kc/4  15 cm where kc is the wave-
length at the central frequency of F(x). If it is not the case, one
can correct the array shape with a low number of receivers and
repeat the operation by adding one hydrophone by one hydro-
phone until the array shape is completely recovered.
An example of a recovered array shape is given on Fig. 8.
The real shape deformation is in three dimensions and is
recovered considering only two dimensions. However, this
two dimensional assumption greatly improves the quality of
the image source detection (Fig. 9).
VI. RESULTS
A. Stability study of the results
The entire array is not needed to compute the SSP but
the number of hydrophones has to be sufficient to locate pre-
cisely the image sources. Fifteen hydrophones is a good
compromise between resolution and computation cost.16
Then it is possible to compute SSP with different subarrays
for one transmission of the source. The SSP computed using
different subarrays (composed by the hydrophones 1 to 15, 2
to 16… and 18 to 32) are presented on Fig. 10(a). Depending
on the subarray used, the results are very unstable. On Fig.
10(b) the same instability is found with 20 successive
transmissions of the source for a given subarray (composed
by the hydrophones 18 to 32). Even though the results are
very unstable, stability can be improved through suitable
averaging. The averaging can be performed either over the
subarrays as in Fig. 10(c) or over multiple source transmis-
sions [Fig. 10(d)]. Averaging over multiple source transmis-
sions appears to give an improved stability.
B. Range dependent characterization
Using the subarray composed of hydrophones 18 to 32,
the sound-speed profiles are computed for the 2693 succes-
sive transmissions of the source. In Fig. 11(a) the results are
“noisy” but the large-scale sediment structure is clearly
appearing. In this figure, z¼ 0 corresponds to the sea
surface.
As noted in the previous section, averaging over succes-
sive transmissions of the source improves the stability of the
result. A slightly more sophisticated averaging was applied
to the SSP to obtain Fig. 11(a). For the averaging, a two
dimensional Gaussian window w2D(x) is employed with a
100m standard deviation in range and 20 cm in depth. The
FIG. 8. Example of a recovered array shape (circle). The diamond is the real
source coordinate. The vertical exaggeration of the array shape is about 10:1.
FIG. 9. (Color online) Image sources map computed with hydrophones 18
to 32 for (a) a linear array, (b) the corrected array shape. The white diamond
corresponds to the real source location and the black points correspond to
the hydrophone locations.
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maximum depth of each result can be different from one
transmission to another. So, a weight p(x)¼ 0 is given where
the sound speed are unknown and a weight p(x)¼ 1 is given
where the sound speed are found. The new notation x for the
coordinates is used instead of r to avoid confusion with the
coordinate system moving with the AUV. Thus, the range
dependent filtered SSP is
cðxÞ ¼
ð
w2Dðx0  xÞpðx0Þcðx0Þdx0ð
w2Dðx0  xÞpðx0Þdx0
; (26)
and the standard deviation rc(x) of the filtered SSP is esti-
mated by
rcðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið
w2Dðx0  xÞpðx0Þ½cx0  cðx0Þ2dx0ð
w2Dðx0  xÞpðx0Þdx0
:
vuuuuut (27)
The integrals of Eqs. (26) and (27) being a convolution prod-
uct, the Fourier Transform is used for a fast computation
Filtered sound-speed profiles cðxÞ and the standard devi-
ation rc(x) are presented on Figs. 11(b) and 11(c), respec-
tively. Even though the values of rc(x) are relatively large
(from 15 to 80m/s), the sound-speed estimations cðxÞ look
realistic. Indeed, for each sediment layer visible on Fig.
11(b), the sound-speed is stable along the 13.5 km track.
Further averaging can be achieved by averaging over
multiple transmissions and multiple subarrays. The sound-
speed map presented in Fig. 12(a) is the average of the fil-
tered sound speed map obtained with different subarrays
(composed by the hydrophones 6 to 20, 7 to 21… and 18 to
32). The standard deviation of cðxÞ obtained with the differ-
ent subarrays is mapped on Fig. 11(d). The reason why the
individual SSP errors are so strong is not understood, but if
we consider that errors are zeromean, subarray independent,
and ping number independent, then the estimate cðxÞ should
be reasonably accurate. Indeed The cðxÞ standard deviation
values are going from 5 to 25m/s.
FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) SSP obtained with the subarrays composed of hydrophones 1 to 15, 2 to 16,… and 18 to 32 for one transmission of the source. (b)
SSP obtained for 20 transmissions of the source with the subarray composed of hydrophones 18 to 32. (c) Averaged SSP over the subarrays for 20 transmis-
sions of the source. (d) Averaged SSP over 20 transmissions for the subarrays composed of hydrophones 1 to 15, 2 to 16,… and 18 to 32.
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C. Comparison with the seismic measurement
In Fig. 12(a), the result is presented with black markers
where the interfaces were found by the subarray composed
by the hydrophones 18 to 32. The marker positions are the
position of the interface from the image source solution.
They make the low sound speed contrasts and layer thick-
ness variations appear more clearly. It is apparent that the
low contrast impedance interfaces are not detected for every
ping and that markers occur occasionally at random depths.
These problems arise because an automated process is
applied here to a large and complex data set; for example,
it would be impractical to change the image detection
threshold of the semblance for each ping. Seismic data
were collected by a surface towed boomer along nearly the
same track. Some expected differences between the seismic
data and the SSP map should be noted. First, the seismic
data depth axis is not true depth, but has the usual assump-
tion of a fixed, here 1500m/s, sound speed in the sediment
whereas the SSP map is plotted with “true” depth, i.e.,
accounting for the sound speed in each layer. The seismic
data have a much larger bandwidth, 10 kHz, hence an osten-
sibly better vertical resolution. However, the seismic source
has post-pulse ringing, which reduces the effective resolu-
tion and also sometimes leads to apparent but “false” pre-
cisely parallel layers. The seismic data have a Fresnel zone
roughly three times larger than that of the AUV. However,
given the averaging performed on the SSP map, the seismic
data is expected to have somewhat better lateral resolution.
Given the caveats above, the overall similarity between the
SSP map and the seismic data is striking. All of the major
layer boundaries in the seismic data are represented in the
SSP map. The most complex layers are a series of complex
erosional surfaces about 170m sub-bottom out to about
8 km range. These horizons are also detected in the image
source method but likely have the greatest uncertainty in
the sound speed.
FIG. 11. (Color online) (a) SSP obtained with the subarray composed of hydrophones 18 to 32 for 1 transmission over 4 on the 2693 transmissions of the
source. The color scale is fixed from 1450 to 1700m/s. (b) Filtered SSP with the subarray composed of hydrophones 18 to 32 for the 2693 transmissions of the
source. (c) Standard deviation of the filtered SSP from the subarrays composed of hydrophones 6 to 20, 7 to 21… and 18 to 32. (d) Standard deviation of the
filtered SSP from the subarrays composed of hydrophones 6 to 20, 7 to 21… and 18 to 32.
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VII. CONCLUSION
The image source method applied to data acquired by an
horizontal array towed by an AUV yields the two dimen-
sional sub-bottom sound speed structure along a 14 km track.
In the data analyzed here, the lateral and vertical resolutions
were 200 and 1m, respectively, with a sub-bottom penetra-
tion depth of about 40m. Inasmuch as the sediment structure
is not obtained by doing inversions, the computational
requirements are very modest. Comparisons with a seismic
profile in the same area indicates that the sediment structure
is recovered accurately. There is insufficient data to deter-
mine whether or not the sound speeds are correct. The ping-
to-ping variability is correctly smoothed by filtering, but its
origin is not yet understood. A part of this variability is due
to the uncertainties of the method itself16 but in some areas,
the uncertainty appears to be linked to heterogeneities of the
seafloor. This could be explored in future work by an analy-
sis of the spatial evolution of the image source semblance
values.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) (a) SSP obtained by averaging the filtered SSP from
the subarrays composed of hydrophones 6 to 20, 7 to 21… and 18 to 32. The
black points correspond to the interface depths found at each transmission of
the source. (b) Seismic data along nearly the same track as the AUV. At the
track start the two tracks are within a few tens of meters; at the track end the
separation is roughly 800m.
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